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THE NEW SPLASH & FUN SWIMWEAR COLLECTION
Welcome to the Desert! The new SPLASH & FUN collection from LÄSSIG takes us on an exciting journey. We roam through an 
adventurous desert landscape, marvel at cacti, camels and wild cats and relax by the sea, in the shade of palm trees, listening 
to the sound of the waves. All of this can be found in the new SPLASH & FUN collection from LÄSSIG, which offers a sensational 
mix of modern prints, classic stripes and polka dots as well as harmonious plain looks. The color palette, a creative interplay of 
gold, dark green, delicate pink, soft choco pink, choco, strong blue and warm brown, represents the unmistakable character 
of this lovingly designed beachwear collection. Perfectly styled from head to toe – the range includes everything little beach 
lovers need for the perfect total look: sun hats, swim diapers, board shorts, shirts, ponchos, sunsuits, beach leggings, beach 
sandals and sneakers.

DESERT ADVENTURE 

SAFE BATHING FUN FOR THE LITTLE ONES
The Splash & Fun swimwear collection has been specially developed 
for babies and toddlers (6-36 months). The outer material made from 
recycled polyester is not only kind to the skin, but also offers safe 
swimming fun with sun protection up to UPF 80. In combination with 
sun cream, the styles provide optimum protection from harmful 
sunlight for delicate skin. A practical feature: all looks are easy to 
clean at 30° C on a gentle wash cycle and dry particularly quickly!
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SHORT & LONG SLEEVE SUNSUITS
Practical, stylish, safe – thanks to the front zipper with skin-protecting finish and integrated chin guard the LÄSSIG sunsuit is
easy to put on and take off. The ergonomic cut, the stretchy recycled material and the excellent fit guarantee maximum freedom 
of movement and optimum comfort. The sunsuit is also breathable and quick-drying.

Sizes: 62/68 | 74/80 | 86 | 92 | 98
SHORT SLEEVE
SUNSUIT

LONG SLEEVE
SUNSUIT

SHORT & LONG SLEEVE RASHGUARDS
The short and long sleeve UV shirts are equipped with covered seams that offer improved skin protection. No more annoying 
scratching or rubbing – just pure comfort! What‘s more, the shirts made from recycled polyester fit the body like a second 
skin, so that little beach lovers can move freely at all times. And no matter how wild the kids play in the waves or soak up the 
warmth in the sun: the high-quality motif prints with camels, rainbows, palm trees & co. are absolutely durable!

Sizes: 62/68 | 74/80 | 86 | 92 | 98
SHORT SLEEVE 
RASHGUARD

LONG SLEEVE 
RASHGUARD

UVP: 23.95 £ UVP: 25.95 £ 

UVP: 35.95 £ UVP: 36.95 £
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SWIM & SNAP SWIM DIAPERS 
Beach pirates and sea explorers ahoy: With the clever swim diapers from LÄSSIG little ones can play and splash around 
undisturbed! Whether on the beach, in the pool or on the water playground – the Swim and Snap Swim Diapers are waterproof! 
The soft, quick-drying material offers maximum freedom of movement, while the breathable lining guarantees good ventilation. 
At the same time, a patented construction with microfleece insert ensures optimum moisture control. The innovative snap diaper 
also features practical press studs for easy cleaning and changing. The press studs make the diaper individually adjustable 
and offer the perfect fit. The ideal alternative to padded disposable diapers!

Snap Swim Diaper | Sizes: 62/68 | 74/80 | 86/92
Swim Diaper | Sizes: 62/68 | 74/80 | 86 | 92 | 98

SWIM DIAPER SNAP SWIM DIAPER

UVP: 20.95 £ UVP: 21.95 £

BOARDIE & BOARD SHORTS
The cool boardie and board shorts from LÄSSIG are available in two lengths and come with an integrated swim diaper. The sewn 
eyelets give them a casual look, while the decorative embroidery with fashionable effect yarn give them that little something extra. 
In combination with the short and long sleeve shirts, they create a trendy and absolutely unmistakable beach style.

Sizes: 74/80 | 86 | 92 | 98 
BOARD SHORTSBOARDIE SHORTS

UVP: 27.95 £ UVP: 27.95 £
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BEACH LEGGINGS & BEACH SHORTS
Want to enjoy the sun, beach and water to the full? No problem with the cool beach leggings and beach shorts from LÄSSIG! 
Thanks to the integrated UV protection, the legs are perfectly protected. At the same time, the shorts and leggings adapt 
perfectly to every movement, so that little beach lovers can always feel free and comfortable. Particularly practical: the swim 
diaper is already integrated into the beach shorts.

Beach Leggings | Sizes: 74/80 | 86 | 92 | 98
Beach Shorts | Sizes: 62/68 | 74/80 | 86 | 92 | 98

BEACH LEGGINS BEACH SHORTS

UVP: 23.95 £ UVP: 27.95 £
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SUN PROTECTION HATS
From flap hats to bucket hats and fishing hats – LÄSSIG has the right headwear for every style. And of course with integrated UV 
protection! While the flap hats and the long neck hats score with an extra long neck cover, the trendy bucket hat impresses with its 
cool reversible design. For a cool head, all hats are moisture-regulating: the lining wicks sweat and moisture directly to the outside.

Sizes: 43/45 | 46/49 | 50/51

BEACH PONCHOS
In the fluffy hooded ponchos from LÄSSIG with absorbent terrycloth inside  
the little ones can make themselves really comfortable after splashing around. 
The poncho can be used on both sides as a beach and bath towel as well as a 
blanket or hoodie. The highlight: Thanks to the soft yet wind- and sand-repellent 
outer material with UV protection 80, the poncho offers excellent protection.  
The poncho is made of polyester (recycled) on the outside and absorbent terry 
cloth on the inside. Perfect for snuggling up in and warming up!

BEACH PONCHO

BUCKET HAT

FLAP HAT GEMUSTERT

FISHING HAT

FLAP HAT UNILONG NECK HAT

UVP: 20.95 £ UVP: 21.95 £

UVP: 20.95 £ UVP: 18.95 £ UVP: 21.95 £ 

UVP: 36.95 £
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SWIM VEST

Material:
Outer material: 50% chloroprene rubber (neoprene),
28% polyester (recycled), 16% elastane
Inner material: 100% polyester | Filling: 100% polyethylene

UVP: 46.95 £

SWIM VESTS
Brand new in the LÄSSIG range are the super stylish children‘s learn-to-swim 
vests in two great sorbet color combinations: Blue/Lime and Lavender/Apricot. 
The swim vests were designed for little adventurers aged 2 to 6 years and help 
with their first attempts at swimming. The soft and flexible buoyancy bodies, which 
can be individually adjusted to the size, movement and swimming ability of the 
little ones, guarantee a supportive hold in the water and allow sufficient freedom 
of movement. The crotch strap ensures that the vest stays securely in place.

BEACH SANDALS & ALLROUND SNEAKERS
With the super light and flexible beach sandals, every beach day becomes a fashion statement! The decorative seams with 
with fashionable effect yarn give them a casual look, while the breathable upper material ensures pleasant freshness. Safety 
first: Thanks to the soft, flexible non-slip sole, these sandals guarantee a firm grip. The insole can be removed. The stylish 
allround sneakers offer comfort every step of the way. Available in sizes 20-29, they are perfect for little explorers. The sole is 
made of TPR, while the socks are made from 100% breathable, stretchy polyester. Of course, the non-slip sole is a must here 
too!

Beach Sandals | Sizes: 19-25
Allround Sneaker | Sizes: 20-29

ALLROUND SNEAKERBEACH SANDALS

UVP: 15.95 £ UVP: 27.95 £


